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Class Activity – From Previous Session

• We need a program that takes in two numbers 
a and b and prints a^b (b>1)

– Draw the flowchart
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Start

End

NO

Read a
Read b

result=a counter=1

counter<b

counter mod 2 = 0

counter = counter + 1

YES

summation = summation * a

Print 
summation

Flowchart
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Variables
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Note that equal sign in Java means assigning
the value of right-hand side to variable of left-hand side
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Always initiate 
the variables!
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Usually initiated by
values that are not
seen in the process
(task)



What is the Output?
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What is the Output?
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10memory

integerNumberOne



What is the Output?
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10 10memory

integerNumberOne integerNumberTwo

value copied!



What is the Output?
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20 10memory

integerNumberOne integerNumberTwo

Output:
10
20
10



Terminology
Declaration: Defining Type and Name of the Variable

<Type> Name;

Assignment: Putting a value into a variable

Name = Value;

Initialization: The first Assignment of a value to a variable

Name = Value;
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Terminology
Declaration: Defining Type and Name of the Variable

<Type> Name;

Assignment: Putting a value into a variable

Name = Value;

Initialization: The first Assignment of a value to a variable

Name = Value;

Declaration and Initialization:

<Type> Name = Value; 

Multiple variables of the same type:

<Type> Name1, Name2, Name3;

Initialize some of variables:
<Type> Name1 = Value1, Name2, Name3 = Value3; 14



Identifiers and Keywords

main method

class name

15another method



What is an Identifier?

They can be a class name, variable name, method name, 
package name, constant name, and more
Class: HelloWorld, FaceBook, …
Method: main, drawBox, printNumbers, …
Variable: some meaningful name (if fixed → all capital)
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What is an Identifier?

They can be a class name, variable name, method name, 
package name, constant name, and more
Class: HelloWorld, FaceBook, …
Method: main, drawBox, printNumbers, …
Variable: some meaningful name (if fixed → all capital)

Rules:
Use: letter, digits, _ and $
Case matters: Count and count are not the same
There should not be any space in an identifier
An identifier should not contain a number at the starting
We cannot use the Java reserved keywords as an identifier
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Java Keywords
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abstract continue for protected transient

Assert Default Goto public Try

Boolean Do If Static throws

break double implements strictfp Package

byte else import super Private

case enum Interface Short switch

Catch Extends instanceof return void

Char Final Int synchronized volatile

class finally long throw Date

const float Native This while



Conventions

Class names start with a capital letter

If multiple words, join them together and capitalize the first letter 
of each word

Use meaning words for your variables – don’t make them too long
e.g.,
int num; int number; int inputNumber;
int inputNumberFromTheUserToCheckIfItIsPrime;

For constants (fixed), all should be in upper case, words separated 
by _ (underscore)
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Example
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intNumber integer1 intnum min_max

Int Number number1 intNum min&max

IntergerNumber 1integer int+Num minMax

intnumber intNumber1 $intNum MinMax

Which of the following identifier names are incorrect? 



Example
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intNumber integer1 intnum min_max

Int Number number1 intNum min&max

IntergerNumber 1integer int+Num minMax

intnumber intNumber1 $intNum MinMax

Int Number 1integer int+Num min&max

Which of the following identifier names are incorrect? 

Space Starting with a number + & 



Arithmetic Operations in Java
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Unary Post-(Increment/Decrement) vs. 
Unary Pre- (Increment/Decrement) 
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Pre-Increment

Post-Increment

Pre-decrement

Post-decrement

Post-(Increment/Decrement): Use the value of the variable, then change it
Pre- (Increment/Decrement): First change the value, then use it

Output: 11, 11, 12, 11, 11, 10



Expression

A combination of variables, literals and 
operators to calculate a value

int number = 17/5; → number would be 3

int number = 17%5; → number would be 2
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Class Activity 
(1)

Given that the input integer number 
always has 4 digits, write a program 
that prints its digits from right to left 
one per line:

e.g., 

Input: 3412

Output:

2

1

4

3
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Class Activity (1): Answer
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What is the output of this program?
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What is the output of this program?

28

19
27
0
11
11

Output



Operator Precedence 

When having multiple operators, we need rules 
to decide which operations should be done first.
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Operator Description Associativity

() parentheses left-to-right

++
--

unary post-increment
unary post-decrement 

left-to-right

+
-

++
--

unary plus
unary minus

unary pre-increment
unary pre-decrement

right-to-left

* / % multiplicative left-to-right

+ - additive left-to-right

= assignment right-to-left



Operator Precedence 

int a= 10, b= 5, c=1, result;

result = a-++c-++b;

result = a – (++c) – (++b);

result = 10 – (2) – (6)

result = 8 - 6 

result = -2
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Operator Description Associativity

() parentheses left-to-right

++
--

unary post-increment
unary post-decrement 

left-to-right

+
-

++
--

unary plus
unary minus

unary pre-increment
unary pre-decrement

right-to-left

* / % multiplicative left-to-right

+ - additive left-to-right

= assignment right-to-left



Example: What are the Outputs?
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Code A B C D

System.out.println(- 1 + 2); -3 1 -1 3

int x = 5;
int y = 10;
System.out.println(++x * y--);

66 50 60 54

x = 10;
System.out.println(x+++x);

21 20 22 error

x = 10;
System.out.println(++++x);

12 11 13 error

int x =1, y=2, z=3;
x = y = z = 4;
System.out.println(x+y+z);

10 12 9 error



Example: What are the Outputs?
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Code A B C D

System.out.println(- 1 + 2); -3 1 -1 3

int x = 5;
int y = 10;
System.out.println(++x * y--);

66 50 60 54

x = 10;
System.out.println(x+++x);

21 20 22 error

x = 10;
System.out.println(++++x);

12 11 13 error

int x =1, y=2, z=3;
x = y = z = 4;
System.out.println(x+y+z);

10 12 9 error


